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Cover Picture 
 
Nine years of Dharavi cricket: 2009 - 2018. 

  
   
 

Project Front Foot (India)  
 
Dharavi Cricket Academy  
 

Coaching 
 

Our HB Sports coaching team conducted 
another full and varied programme during 
January. The batting drills for the three age 
groups centred on the horizontal strokes of 
hook and pull along with running between 
the wickets and calling. Elsewhere around 
the Gymkhana bowlers worked on the grip 
and technique for swing bowling together 
with run up and action. A running track from 
a recent SIES School sports day aided and 
abetted the former. To stress the continued 
importance of fielding, sessions concluded 
with a series of throwing and catching skill 
sets.   

 
Physical fitness remains a key element of the coaching programme. Our coaches are instructed to 
provide both a warm up routine to stretch and flex before a session as well as a warm down period 
of quiet reflection in which players think about the session, their performance at the various skill 
sets, and how these impact on a particular game or match situation. The fitness regime further 
reflects our desire to introduce a life skill that will remain with the academy youngsters in the 
coming years.    

 

    
 



Matches 
 
No matches were played during January due to a very Mumbai problem of lack of available grounds.  
 

Player of the Month Awards 
 
The decision-making panel for the monthly awards comprises coaches and assistants. One player per 
age group is selected from each of the morning and afternoon sessions. Selection criteria include: 
attendance, attire, helpfulness, attitude, and improved skills performance. The season will conclude 
with a function in June to announce the DCA Players of the Year. 
 

 
 
 
 
Age Group/Session 
 
U12 (Morning) 
U12 (Afternoon) 
U14 (Morning) 
U14 (Afternoon) 
U16 (Morning) 
U16 (Afternoon) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
   January Winners  
 
     Prince Soni 
     Harshad Pandey 
     Gaurav Wagela 
     Yuvraj Tevar 
     M Azuruddin 
     Shivam Gupta 

 
 
The December winners were presented with their awards during January. Above, coach Janardan 
presents afternoon U14 winner, Dipak Saroj, with his certificate, while below new coach, Raja, 
presents U12 afternoon winner, Samir Khan, with his award. Thanks to Ravi at our partner NGO, 
Reality Gives, for the slick camera work.    
 

     



Academy Attendance 
 
                                      Age Group                Numbers               Sessions               % Attend 

U12 (Morning) 
U12 (Afternoon) 
U14 (Morning) 
U14 (Afternoon) 
U16 (Morning) 
U16 (Afternoon) 

9 
9 

11 
13 
15 
13 

7 
7 
9 
9 
8 
8 

61 
73 
69 
72 
78 
86 

 
 

PFF Picture Archive 
 
Launched in January 2016 this archive enables us to take a fond look back at the early and 
potentially painful days of Project Front Foot. This month’s pictures date back to February 2010 and 
demonstrate a steep learning curve for all concerned. The basics were there: kids, coaches and an 
assortment of kit. But there was still a degree of cricketing health and safety required.  
 

     

 
For instance, Hardik (above left) was adequately kitted out for the short ball with gloves and helmet 
but, barefoot in the park, was open to that toe-crushing yorker. Meanwhile, Ashish, concerned 
about the wearing Gymkhana wicket, opted to wear a thigh pad as a chest protector. With main 
sponsor Allcargo Logistics funding all clothing needs including essential footwear, and Project Front 
Foot supplying head to leg protective equipment, we now have all exposed areas safely covered.    
 
 
 



Rural Schools Initiative 
 
Lions Club of Dahisar 
 
In November 2015 I was approached by the Lions Club Dahisar to provide a kit package for their 
adopted village of Sulshadpada mid-way between Mumbai and Tarapur. Unable to travel, I left  
the handover in the capable hands of Lions Club members. A short time later we received some 
atmospheric pictures of the villagers in action. Twenty months on and I can bring you the latest  
from Sulshadpada.  
 

 
 
In mid-January I received an email from the 
Lions Club committee member, JNS Murthy. The 
current Lions President, Saraswati Sankar, 
recently paid a return visit to Sulshadpada 
during which she happened upon some kids 
playing with the very kit we donated two years 
ago. Good, but it gets better, as they had 
recently participated in an inter-village cricket 
competition. Once again, PFF has reached 
children and villages others have not.       

 

 



Project Front Foot (UK)  
 
 
British Refugee Council 
 

 

 
In November PFF spoke with an official of 
the British Refugee Council. The topic of 
conversation: a cricket project run for 
displaced Afghan teenagers in the south of 
England. During January project trustee, 
Tim, sourced four bags of surplus project kit 
plus five boxes of balls as part of our Kit 4 
Croydon donation. In early February Tim will 
travel from PFF basecamp around the M25 
to Croydon to deliver a package of much 
needed kit.  

 

 
Wisden MCC Cricket Photograph of 2017  
 
Early in January PFF entered three pictures in the Wisden MCC Cricket Photograph of the Year 
Competition 2017. The main motivation in participating, as ever, was the potential funding on offer 
should we merit a place. The competition pits amateur photographers against professional. A five 
year old, 100 Euro, Nikon Coolpix camera places PFF firmly in the former.  
 
Having had to postpone the autumn visit to Mumbai we were somewhat limited for selection. Not 
that that has ever hampered PFF. About the entries: the first is a snap from our sort and pack day in 
October; the second, a rain break during the Yorkshire vs. Somerset county championship game at 
Scarborough in July; and finally, South Africa’s Sunday slip cordon during the Old Trafford Test.  
 
A long shot in every respect, we nevertheless have fingers and lens cap crossed.  
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Front Foot Forum  
 
For more details and pictures of Project Front Foot’s January please click on our Facebook page at 
www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/.      
 
 

February Newsletter 
 
In light of PFF’s upcoming visit to Mumbai - the last two weeks of February and the first two of 
March - it has been decided to combine the February and March newsletters into one Mumbai 
Special issue. This will appear in your Inbox in early April. In the meantime, PFF will be posting daily 
dispatches and pictures from Mumbai and rural Maharashtra during the visit. To access these simply 
click on the Forum link above.   

 

http://www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/
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And finally …. 
 

it’s not often we get chance, in 
preparing these newsletters, to 
quote the lyrics of a John Denver 
song, which, on balance, is 
probably just as well. However, in 
something of a cricko-musical first, 
the opening lines to Leaving on a 
Jet Plane – all my bags are packed, 
I’m ready to go – appear rather 
apt. For the nine Mumbai-bound 
bags are indeed packed and await 
the return of this particular native 
to basecamp in Berkshire on 12 
February. After which, there just    

remains the small matter of repacking the Mumbai Survival Kit: oat cakes, cuppa soups, nuts, coffee 
and potentially vital jar (break seal in case of emergency) of Marmite. Once that task is complete 
then it’s off to Heathrow’s T5: next stop Mumbai!    

 
 
 
 
Vic Mills. Berlin. February 2018. 
 


